
Write your elevator pitch here! 
1) Find your name in the table below and begin writing your pitch. If you cannot locate your 

name, please use one of the blank rows towards the bottom of the table.  
2) The text box will expand as you type.  
3) Keep both this google doc and the webinar window open during this exercise.  
4) When you are done, keep this google document open in the background and go back to 

the webinar window for discussion.  
 
Target Group: Administrators  
 
 

Name Elevator Pitch 

Beth As our mission states, “students are taught to strive for excellence, 
seek truth, and work for justice in the world.” This is never more true 
than in the German classroom  German language acquisition 
promotes academic excellence in helping students prepare for 
SAT/ACT and improve test scores. So many “seekers of truth” in the 
sciences, arts, and religion are German. Finally, … 
 
Sorry, mission is currently a big focus at my school this year, so I 
wanted to use it as a skeleton for a speech... 

Christiane adding German will help more of your students to be accepted at 
desirable universities (let the adminsitrator ask why and then offer 
statistics/enlighten them) 

Dierk Adding German will be a unique factor distinguishing your school and 
attract more and more interested students.  Your students will benefit 
because studies have shown that studying German increases their 
earning potential. In addition, it opens up opportunities for a number 
of scholarships for which your German students are eligible. 

Gail German is important for the students’ future academic careers, 
especially if they plan to spend any time in Europe. I have so much fun 
teaching students in my German classes and getting to know them. I 
love sharing my own experiences from spending time there. 
 

Jennifer Studying German will set our students apart from those who study 
French and Spanish. Students who study German are often viewed as 
those ready to take on challenges and risks because German is 



“difficult” and “unique.”  
With Germany poised as a powerhouse in the world economy, 
offering German to your students can only help to bring the world to 
them and show them the variety of opportunities outside of our 
community. 

Kate German is a fantastic language to study because of the short and long 
term benefits:  
  
·      Students can win trips to study in Germany where this is rarer in 
the other languages taught here. 
·      The connections  between German and English enhance both 
languages and broaden both sets of vocabularies. 
·      Students learning German distinguish themselves from the rest of 
the crowd - in college applications this matters! 
·      Post high school opportunities for German students abound:  
college internships, businesses with German connections 

Susanne Did you hear that we now have a state office in Düsseldorf, Germany? 
Knowing that we have such a strong International Business Program, 
adding German for the profession, will help our students be more 
marketable here and abroad. 

Ursula Once you open German classes to your students, they can quickly and 
effectively develop the language skills they would need for their 
careers. Germany is one of the only countries who support youth and 
students in their studies for free. Invest in a world language. 

 
 
 
 


